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About This Content

Howl of the Ravager stands as a powerful story on its own and a precursor to the main trilogy, shedding light to events which
took place more than twenty years before Celestian Tales: Old North. Glimpse upon the life of young Severin Leroux and

witness his first steps to become a hero of the realm.

While bringing back the much-loved painted environments, emotive character portraits, meaningful combat encounters, and
heavy storyline of Celestian Tales: Old North, Howl of the Ravager also improves upon many of the core game's features.

Due to popular demand, it brings increased movement speed, event-skipping function, as well as difficulty settings, among other
things.
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This is why you don't buy a game without looking into it a bit first. The stupid key doesn't work. Apparently Valve won't do
anything about it either. Get yourself together Valve.. It's like a fighter plane made of biceps!. The ultimate strategy game.
Confusing, yet interesting puzzles.
Amazing game.. There is a lot to like about this game, but those things are hidden under infuriating game play, complete and
utter nonsense and no logical reason for a lot fo things you are expected to do. For example (spoiler alert) who in the hell would
think to add a rope bridge to a crossbow? There is rarely any clue as to what you're supposed to do and whilst the story is
interetesting, I got tired of the whole 'You go do everything whilst the rest of the teams stands there looking vacant'. You're the
newest member so how in th hell would you know what to do? Smoe of the controls are appalling - the chakram for example -
and you will be clicking madly waiting for it to react. It's a real shame as this could have been a great game.. Very little effects
and tones, quite great limitations...
Even with A somehow cool UI, it's not practical at all.
Not recommended.. Great game as a whole. Beautiful art, as well as a simple yet compelling story. I did take issue with a
particular fight (maybe about halfway through the game) that seemed to require way too much RNG for my liking, but I got
passed it working with what I could and I'm glad I did. Its nice to play a game here and there that just lets you explore and take
things in strides like this gem did. The puzzles and platforming all just make it one good adventure. The game isn't too long but I
feel the price point is okay for this game. If you get it on sale like I did then even better and it will make it truly worth it!. Fun
game but don't expect to be hooked forever. If you want a fun retro experience then this would be good for you!. Take this
Thumb Down review as just my personal taste in games, as well as the fact that this game is really old and so finding mods,
especially those with pictures is really hard, every time I came across a recommended site, its was obviously an outdated source
and as such the website was shut down, I did eventually find one

(http://homeofprowrestling.com/tew/tew%202010/rwmods.html)

So for those of you wanting to try this game, there you go.
And if you really like Wrestling and IF you REALLY, REALLY like in depth management sims, then this could be the game
for you, though even then for better support I would probably recommend trying one of the new titles, as this also adds to my
down vote as the game as ZERO tutorial and finding guides for this game is just as hard as finding mods, there is a community
guide here on steam, which is amazing for taking you on a step by step guide of this, the only shame is that its a part one and the
guy never did a follow-up, aleast posted on that steam page anyway, still if your determined to give this a go, I really
recommend reading that as a start off point.
As honestly I can see the potential of this game, you really seemed able to control every aspect of running your own wrestling
company, just from my point view, the layout is time-consuming, and the actual gameplay is confusing. Personally I would of
like it a little less ultra realistic or maybe someway to streamline the process, for example when you wrestle enters the ring, you
can set that as part of the process of the house show, including any entrances….might be just me here but I would like that just
be part of the match the wrestling entering the ring and maybe what style of entrance they use, should be set as part of the
wrestlers profile, how elaborate it is = how much it costs per match, set once and done and dusted.
Anyway, like I said these might be here somewhere but due to how little support there is, if I was still 18yrs younger then maybe
I would have the patience to sit and work it out, these days I prefer the freedom of choice but easily explained and implanted.
However like I said, there defiantly seems like potential for great game here, for those who can stick with it, which probably
explains how this game got sequels and because of that, I would have to recommend if your interested, those newer versions…..
I may even try one myself, as it was I only heard about this game series as I received this game with a bundle, which probably
explains why it was the oldest one.
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As of this date however only 2010 and 2013 are available on Steam, a previous version of 2005 was also released and the
current game in the series is 2016 but these are currently not available through the Steam Library.. this game is amazing has a
great soundtrack and is fast paced and needs to be mastered befor dominiating as barbra-ian!
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I am so happy I found this! I had been playing an ancient CD-Rom of Yahtzee for years and was sad that it wouldn't install when
I updated my operating system to 64 bit Windows 10. I figured I would never find a substitute. Much to my surprise, this new
version is so much better. I am pretty impressed by how customizable this game is. You can change practically every aspect of
the game. Usually you don't get much with a game at this price point. It took me a while to adjust all of the game's settings to
my liking. At first, I didn't realize that the settings panel had 3 pages. Once I figured that out, it was perfect. It plays just like the
good ol' fashioned boxed game I used to play with my aunt as a kid. The only complaint I have so far is that sometimes it
glitches and throws the dice on top of each other, or one will land on its edge and not lay down. But this is easily overcome by
hitting the reroll button. I highly recommend this for anyone who just wants an easy casual game to kill a little time every once
in a while. I love it!. Great game. kinda short but whatever. sequels have lots of potential. advice: continue this story and also
feature characters from the show. Great Classic Game.I Love The Game Dispite The Old Graphics.It Is Still A Veary Fun Game
I Can Play For Hours!. The puzzles were really confusing and the instructions were too vague. It played like a game that is much
older. It seemed pretty clunky.. Great with kids. Btw. we're still waiting for "Euler's Revenge" DLC.. HAHAHA I got
♥♥♥♥ing scammed! XD I just looked at the OVERALL reviews. lol It says Mostly Positive. If only I read the HELPFUL
reviews... oh well... Anyway, I will not refund to support indies. You can have my money :) Good luck to you guys!

Please listen to your customers. There's still hope! You can fix this!!!
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